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WELCOME FROM OUR DIRECTOR 

 

Dear friend,  

Welcome to the Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission. On 

behalf of myself and the Board of Directors we would like to 

express our gratitude for your interest in working alongside 

us. We hope that your goals and ideas for the Mission align 

with our own.  

The Mission is located in Banbasa, Uttarakhand 350kms to 

the east of Delhi on the border of Nepal.  It is a not-for-

profit organization run by the Shipway family and relies 

partially on donations and support from visitors like you.  

We have visitors stay with us regularly, for both short and 

long periods.  With your help, and the help of similar 

minded people, we are able to continue caring for the approximately 200 people who 

call the Mission home. 

The primary function of the Mission is to provide a loving and safe home for around 

80 orphaned and destitute children from all over India. The children come from 

many different situations and backgrounds. They are the driving force behind 

everything we do. 

This document is designed to help you understand the work that we are doing here 

and more importantly your role here as a visitor; how to interact with the children, 

what we expect from you and what you can expect from us. 

Please be aware that the children at the Mission have been lost or abandoned by their 

families and are fragile and easily influenced.  It is important that everyone at the 

Mission presents a loving, caring, compassionate and united front to give these 

children a stability and environment that will help them to grow into strong human 

beings. 

If you have any further questions please get in contact with us. We are excited to 

welcome you to the Mission and hope your time with us is enjoyable for all involved. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Warwick G. Shipway 

Director 

The Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission 

  

Warwick ‘Rick’ Shipway 

Director 
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OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Our organization is governed by a Board of Directors who are elected by the general 

members of our society. The Board meets several times each year to discuss and 

decide upon major issues of the organization. These are the details of our Board of 

Directors as of January 2014: 

 

Warwick “Rick” Shipway 

Director 
Ph: 9997736900 
Post-Grad Deg. in Agronomy 
and Farming Systems, Dip. 
Agri. Tech, Dip. in Agri. 
Founding Member of UDI.  

Clifton S. Shipway 

Deputy Director 
Ph: 9557111756 
Diploma IV Info. Tech. (General), 
Cert IV Info Technology 

 

Eugene George 

Secretary 
Ph: 9897637032 
Former Manager of GSAM. 

 

Priscilla Shipway 
Treasurer 
Ph: 9557080756 
Former child of The GSAM. 

 

Josie Singh 
Member 
Ph: 05943 263032 
Former child of The GSAM. 

 

Simeon Karada 

Member 
Ph: 8927771410 
Bachelor Of Commerce 

 

Paula Karada 

Member  
Ph: 9635293749 
Former child of The GSAM. 

  

 

  Our Board of Directors 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Good Shepherd Agricultural 

Mission works each day to bring 

hope and healing to vulnerable 

people in India. Working with the 

outcasts of society; orphans, 

lepers, widows and the low caste. 

Those whose position in life has 

left them in a poverty that goes 

beyond the mere financial. Much 

of the work of the Mission is self-

supporting through multiple 

endeavours. 

 

The main compound of the GSAM is located in Banbasa, Uttarakhand set on a 50 

acre farm. Constructed over the last 60 years the Mission buildings range in style and 

size. Each is used to fulfil one of the various activities that are undertaken by the 

Mission. 

 

ORPHANAGE 
The primary function of the GSAM is the care of its orphaned and abandoned 

children. There are approximately 100 orphaned and abandoned children on the 

Mission, ranging from new-born to young adults. These children come from all over 

the nation though the vast majority are from Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh. These 

children are the very heart of the organization and everything that is done; the 

school, fundraising, farming etc. is to support them. 

 

MAXTON STRONG SCHOOL 
To both provide an education for the children and a fundraising source, the Mission 

runs a school on its compound. The school has been registered and functioning since 

2010 providing Nursery to High School education to its students. 

 

Over the last few years it has 

undergone huge growth as the local 

people recognize not just the 

quality of the education but the 

hearts of those who are teaching it. 

Classes are delivered in English 

medium –though specific Hindi 

classes are maintained. Recent 

construction was finished on a new 

facility which now hosts the school. 

  

A few of our older boys 

Some of our kids ready for school 
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FARM 
As the name suggests, The Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission, has a strong 

agricultural element. Spread out over several different endeavours the Mission’s 

agricultural efforts ultimately seek to provide food as well as a source of income: 

 

General Crops 
On its 50 acre farm the Mission grows 

several different crops, the largest of these 

are the wheat and rice (paddy) crops 

which are both grown once per year. 

Several other crops are grown such as; 

mustard, soy bean, corn, peas & lentils. A 

large amount of each crop is consumed 

‘in-house’ and any excess is sold.  

 

Dairy 
The Mission has about 50 cows which 

are raised to provide milk for the children and staff. Cows are milked twice each day 

by hired labour. The manure from the diary is collected each day and used to produce 

cooking gas through our Gobar Gas Plant. 

 

Fish-Tanks 
At the back of the Workshop are two large fish tanks that the Mission uses to conduct 

its aquaculture projects. Each tank is generally seeded with around 15,000 baby fish 

which are grown for the consumption of the mission family. The main species of fish 

that is grown is carp; as they are extremely versatile. 

 

Fresh Produce 
In addition to many scattered fruit trees 

the Mission has two large orchards which 

are used to grow fruit for the children. 

The main fruits that are grown are 

mangoes, leechies and guavas but there 

are several others such as bananas, 

peaches, lemons, tamarinds & mulberry. 

Many years ago the Mission grew its own 

vegetables but it is now considered to be 

more effective to concentrate on the main 

crops so that excess can be grown and 

sold to purchase vegetables locally. 

 

Workshop 
To assist with the agricultural work the Mission runs a large workshop. The 

workshop is used to maintain tractors/vehicles as well as for fabrication purposes; 

trailers, agricultural equipment, furniture… etc. There are a variety of tools in the 

workshop; a metal lathe, welders, grinders, drills, compressor… etc. This ability to 

produce & maintain so much on its own reduces costs for the Mission significantly. 

Monsoon paddy crop underway 

Peas growing in the fields 
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TANAKPUR PROPERTY 
The Mission has a small property in the 

nearby town of Tanakpur, nicknamed 

“Mission House”, which was previously used 

to run a school years ago. The buildings on 

the property have become unsafe for use but 

the land is being utilized to grow produce 

such as fresh vegetables, dhal and wheat. 

There are plans to renovate and utilize this 

facility more heavily in the future, perhaps as 

another branch of the Maxton Strong School. 

 

LEPER COLONY 
The Mission provides a home to several different families suffering from leprosy 

through its Leper Colony. The colony, recently constructed, is a large building made 

up of independent units with shared bathrooms. Each patient has been treated and 

though their leprosy is no longer infectious their disabilities are permanent and they 

are still cast out from their communities and society. The mission provides these 

people with a home, rations, security, power/water and most importantly allows 

them to live lives of dignity and security. 

 

THARU TRIBALS SUPPORT & DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
Throughout the Indo-Nepal area there are groups of people from the Tharu tribe. 

This people group are some of the lowest socio-economic people in India. The 

Mission has been working to support a group of Tharu people for many years. The 

villagers are provided with land to settle upon, free education for their children, 

training through our Vocation Training Projects and support in day-to-day life. Many 

of the staff and employees of the mission are from the Tharu village. 

 

VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROJECT 
Vocational Training Programs and community development on a personal level is an 

area that the Mission plans to expand into heavily over the coming years; at the 

moment there are currently two areas that the mission is working in:   

Computer Training 
The Mission has been slowly investing in 

computers and now has a complete lab. 

Through basic training programs and 

just general hands on experience 

Mission staff and children have been 

receiving computer training over the last 

year. 

  

Mission House in Tanakpur 

Classes underway in the Computer Lab 
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Sewing Training 
Located on the boundary of the Mission is 

the Sewing Training Centre, this centre 

provides free training to local village 

women and empowers them to be able to 

generate a regular and secure income for 

their households. Classes run by a local 

tailor operate both as a means of 

instruction and also income generation as 

the students stitch simple items for shops 

from the local market; pillowcases, bed-

sheets, bags, sacks… etc. 

DISASTER & FLOOD RELIEF 
There is little in the way of relief agencies in 

the area and so when disaster strikes people 

turn to the Mission for help. In past years 

there has been horrific flooding in the area 

which has taken many lives. The team of 

Mission volunteers assist not just in providing 

food, accommodation and rescue but also 

post-disaster support through means of 

construction/repair, removal of fallen trees 

and disposal of dead animals/livestock to 

prevent the spread of disease. 

 

OUR PROMISE 

Our promise is a six fold promise:  

To honor God, creator of all things, above all else that we do and to serve Him 
with the very fullness of our being. 

To always remember that every child’s life is priceless and to put the needs of 
the children above our own. 

To uphold the highest ethical standards in our work and to be honest and 
accountable in our reports about those we help. 

To recognize that none of our work is possible without the support of our 
donors, friends and volunteers. 

To work in partnership with other organizations, respecting the Indian culture 
and empowering local citizens to make a real difference in the community. 

To show the world that every child, regardless of his or her needs, deserves to 
experience love and to be treated with dignity and care. 

Sewing training underway 

Removing dead livestock after a flood 
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OUR CHRISTIANITY 

Our organization is run by a Christian family and we raise our children according to 

Christian values. We ask that you respect all beliefs during your stay here on the 

Mission, not just our Christian ones. We would love for you to be as involved as you 

feel comfortable. 

 

Church Service 

We run a small church service on Sundays from 

10:00am until around 11:00am. You are welcome 

to come along. Our service is very friendly and 

non-threatening. 

 

Youth Groups 

Our children run their own youth group during 

the week, this is sometimes done with the help of 

our staff. Normally youth group is on Tuesdays 

or Wednesdays and you are welcome to attend. 

 

Bible Studies 

Different people, staff, children, volunteers etc. are involved in different Bible studies 

during the week. These times are normally used to look deeper into God’s Word and 

learn about God’s desire for our lives. If you would like to attend please talk with the 

group leader. 

 

Statement of Faith 

 We believe in one creator God, existing in three persons: Father, Son, and 

Holy Spirit. 

 We believe that the Bible is God's authoritative and inspired Word. 

 We believe that Jesus Christ, God's Son, lived a sinless life, died to pay for 

our sins on the cross, rose from the dead and ascended to heaven where 

He sits at Gods right hand. 

 We believe in the necessity of the work of the Holy Spirit for the 

individual's new birth and growth to maturity. 

 We believe that all people are lost sinners and cannot belong to the 

Kingdom of God, except through personal faith in Jesus Christ alone. 

 We believe that Jesus Christ is the Head of the Church and that it is the 

calling of the Church to worship God and to spread the good news of the 

gospel among all nations and people of the world. 

 We believe that Jesus Christ will return.  God will establish a new heaven 

and earth, free of all evil, suffering, pain and death, in which He will be 

glorified forever. 

 

  “What God the Father considers to be pure and genuine religion is 
this: to take care of orphans and widows in their suffering and to keep 
oneself from being corrupted by the world.” 

James 1:27 
 

Our Church 
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OUR FUNDING & EXPENDITURE 

Funding for The Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission and its projects is received 

from the following sources: 

 

 

 
Further details can be found in our Annual Report which is available on our website.  

Income derived from Agricultural sales 

Income derived from School Fees & Miscellaneous school activities 

Domestic donations from Indian Nationals 

Foreign Contribution 

Miscellaneous Investments and other such activities 

60% 20% 

13% 

7% 0.4% 

INCOME RECEIVED IN 2012-13 

Foreign Contributions

Agricultural Income

School Fees & Misc.

Domestic Contributions

Miscellaneous & Investments

34% 

32% 

12% 

7% 

6% 

4% 
3% 1% 1% 

EXPENDITURE IN 2012-13 

Fixed Assets

New School Building

Orphanage Expenditure

Unutilized Funds

School Expenditure

Computers & Technology

New Girls Hostel

Repair & Maintenance

Sewing Training Center
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OUR CHILDREN 

Our children are the very heart of the Mission. They are our everything and our 
driving force. Each child comes with their own passions, their own dreams and their 
own stories. We have close to 80 children from all over India, some as close as next 
door and others as far away as Orissa, Sikkim and Assam. Not all are orphans, but 
each one has come from a destitute and desperate situation. 
 
The children live as a part of our 
family and we strive to make sure 
that each child receives the love and 
attention that they deserve. 
Children are given 3 meals each day 
as well as morning and afternoon 
tea (and the occasional snacks such 
as ice-cream, chips, sweets and the 
much favoured ‘gol-guppa’). We try 
to add variety to their lives as much 
as possible, through events, 
activities and surprises. 
 
Our children live on the Mission in 5 different hostels. Each hostel has a staff 
member (or staff family) that look after the children within and we endeavour to 
make sure that our hostels feel like a home. To achieve this, children are generally 
given separate rooms, beds, possessions, furniture… etc. The children are separated 
into the following hostel groups in accordance with their ages (approximately): 

 

Our children are given plenty of 

freedom and room to grow and 

express themselves as individuals. 

We have athletes, musicians, 

artists, gardeners and more! We 

have large open play areas where 

children can be found playing 

throughout the day. Many of our 

older children also freely go for 

walks to the nearby jungle or 

market. Craft activities, games, 

painting and cooking are a part of 

day-to-day life here for our 

children.  

Nursery (Children aged 0-10) 

Small Boys (Boys aged 10-14) 

Small Girls (Girls aged 10-14) 

Big Boys (Boys aged 14+) 

Big Girls (Girls aged 14+) 

Some of our precious children 

Singing songs in “Strong’s House” 
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We have  a digital projecter which 

is used to show the children 

movies. In the living room of our 

main building, which we call 

‘Strong House’, is a huge library of 

books that the children read to 

each other (and volunteers) every 

day. Our school computer lab is 

also readily available for our 

children (as long as we have an 

adult to supervise outside of 

school hours). 

 

Meals are eaten as a family in our Dining Room where children, staff and volunteers 

eat the same food together, though staff and older hostel groups (Big Boys & Big 

Girls) eat their evening dinner in their respective hostels. 

 

Many of the children keep pets, 

especially rabbits, chickens and 

the occasional puppy. They also 

enjoy fishing in the local river and 

often will keep the fish caught as 

pets. Our older boys also keep a 

vegetable garden which they use 

to grow a few additional supplies 

for the Mission. 

We live as best as we can as a 

family. This comes with its pros 

and cons but we feel it is the 

healthiest way to live. 

Our children study in our school, 

the Maxton Strong School, where 

they attend every day. Their main 

language of study is English 

however they also study Hindi and 

then from grade 5 onwards 

Sanskrit. They study science, 

math, arts, computers, history, 

language, literature and all other 

typical subjects. 

 

Though our school currently only operates up to grade 8 we make sure that our 

children are given an opportunity to complete their studies up to grade 12. This is 

done via correspondence through a school called the National Institute of Open 

Schooling. Our hope is that soon our school will receive its registration to teach up to 

grade 10. 

Watching a movie on the projector 

Small Boys with their pet rabbits 

Working in the Computer Lab 
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OUR STAFF 

If our children are our heart then our staff are our muscles. Nothing would ever get 

done on the Mission if it wasn’t for the team of individuals who sacrifice time and 

time again for this place. Most of our staff live on site in accommodations that we 

provide. Their homes are very modest, generally they have very little in the way of 

possessions or assets and often their homes are in need of general repairs. 

 

Unlike many organizations our staff do not receive large salaries. In fact when 

compared to just about any job outside our staff receive considerably less. The main 

reason for this is because most of our staff grew up as children of our orphanage or 

are married to one. Our staff are passionate about the work that we are doing and the 

effect that we are making because they know the difference that can be made in our 

children’s lives. Many also work as volunteers receiving only food, supplies and 

accommodation. 

 

Generally our children refer to our staff members as Aunty and Uncle; this is an 

important part of building our family atmosphere. Our youngest members of staff are 

around 20 years old and our oldest is nearly 80! Each day our staff members meet 

together for afternoon and morning tea and every Tuesday afternoon for a Staff 

Meeting to discuss the needs and works of the Mission together. 

 

VOLUNTEER FAMILY 
Violet Stagg 
Aunty Violet is the oldest living member of 
the Mission. She came as a child in the 
early 1950’s and worked alongside Maxton 
and his family in the establishment of the 
Mission. For more than 30 years she has 
been the Hostel In-charge for our Small 
Boys Hostel providing them with love, 
care and stability. Many of our male staff 
members, now adults, grew up under 
Violets care. 
 

 
Anil & Peggy George 
Uncle Anil & Aunty Peggy are part of the 
backbone of the Mission. Anil works on the 
farm assisting in the supervision and 
management. Peggy helps run the Sewing 
Department as well as assisting around 
Strong’s House with the preparation of 
morning tea and the general care of the 
children. Both grew up as children on the 
Mission and were married before joining the 
staff. They have three daughters and a son. 
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Josie Singh 
Josie is our oldest Board Member but also 
grew up as a child on the Mission. Arriving 
at around 15 years old she has worked as a 
volunteer for over five decades. Josie 
supervises our dairy and it’s workers, 
ensuring that we all get fresh milk twice 
each day. Josie was diagnosed with cancer 
in 2012 but is now in remission after 
undergoing a series of chemotherapy 
treatments in Bareilly 
 

 
Elsie Mark 
Elsie along with her husband Sunil were 
both children of the Mission. Elsie now 
works as a volunteer assisting Violet in 
caring for the Small Boys and also helping 
with the gardening and general upkeep of 
the Mission. Elsie has two daughters, one of 
whom is living in the USA with her husband 
who came out as a volunteer to the Mission. 
The other, Rochelle, lives on the Mission and 
helps with the children’s tuitions. 
 
 

Gail & Stella Singh 
Gail and Stella are sisters and after 
growing up on the Mission have now 
chosen to work in the service of the 
children. Stella helps look after the Big 
Girls Hostel as well as helping in the main 
kitchen and with the general care of the 
children. Gail helps manage the main 
office, looks after medical/shopping trips 
and assists in the purchasing and 
distribution of rations and supplies both to 
our staff and children. 
 

 
Katie Singh Rana 
Katie came out to India as a volunteer from 
the USA several years ago but quickly 
became an important member of our 
volunteer staff. She and her husband Anish 
both live and work on site. Anish works in 
the workshop and assists with the general 
maintenance of the Mission while Katie 
teaches in our school and assists in the care 
of our Nursery children. Katie is a talented 
artist and pianist. 
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Joey Singh 
When Joey first came to the Mission as an 
infant he was adopted by Maxine who saw 
to the additional care and support he 
needed. He grew up on the Mission before 
moving up in to the mountains to work for 
some friends. Now years later he has 
returned and devoted himself to the work 
of the Mission. Joey lives in the big boys 
hostel and keeps himself very busy 
working in Strong’s House and doing 
gardening around the place. 
 

OTHER STAFF / FAMILY MEMBERS 

 

Anish 
Singh 
Rana 

Workshop / 
Nursery 

 

Benny 
Chand 

Workshop / 
Farm 

 

Esther 
Kashiyap 

Nursery 

 

Flippy 
Chand 

Workshop / 
School 

 

Irene 
Singh 

Big Boys 
Hostel / 
Kitchen 

 

Lucy 
Chand 

Kitchen 

 

Mahipal 
Singh 

Farm / 
Workshop / 

Big Boys 
Hostel 

 

Purnima 
Paffett 

School 
Principal 

 

Renee 
Bastian 

School 
Assistant 
Principal 

 

Babita 
Chand 

School Teacher 

 

Phyllis 
George 

School Teacher 

 

Rhoda 
Chand 

School Teacher 

 

Amos 
Chand 

School Teacher 
/ Tutor 

 

Micah 
Kashiyap 

School 
Receptionist 
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HOW VISITORS CAN HELP 

There is a huge multitude of ways that visitors and volunteers can help out while they 
are here at the Mission. We prefer to individually work out somewhat of a timetable 
for each visitor that fits in with our children’s home duties, school and tuition 
timetables. This is a pretty good example of what one might look like: 

 

TIME TABLE FOR VISITOR 
7:30am Breakfast 
8:00am Volunteer Work:__________________ 
10:00am Morning Tea 
10:30am Volunteer Work:__________________ 
12:00pm Lunch Break 
2:00pm Volunteer Work:__________________ 
4:00pm Afternoon Tea 
4:30pm Free Time 
7:00pm Dinner 

 
Volunteer Work 
Volunteer Work can be things like: 
 

 Reading to children 

 Running activities/games 

 Helping out on the farm/workshop 

 Painting & construction 

 Gardening & landscaping 

 Administration 

 Cleaning 

 Cooking 

 Library management 
 
Generally we like to find out from a volunteer what area of ‘work’ might interest them 
the most. That said, we are not always able to provide the exact job that a volunteer 
might want to do. We want your time with us to be productive, beneficial and 
enjoyable for everyone. 
 
Projects 
From time to time visitors want to run or assist in specific projects. Some volunteers 
even choose to fund raise for specific projects before coming out to the Mission. It is 
very important that these projects be discussed with/approved by a member of our 
Board first. Unfortunately we are not always able to implement projects the way that 
you might suggest; we will always try to communicate the reasoning for this to you as 
best as possible. We ask for your understanding. The complexities of the law, systems 
on the Mission and our community can make some suggestions difficult to 
implement. Please know that we keep the wellbeing of our children and the Mission 
as our first priority.  

Volunteers painting the playground 
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AGREEMENT FOR VISITORS 

Note: The purpose of the ‘Agreement for Visitors’ document is to help you prepare for your time at 

the Mission as well as for the protection of our children.  Our Board of Directors has made it 

mandatory for all visitors to sign a copy of this agreement upon arrival at the Mission. If you have any 

questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. 

 

1 AGREEING TO THE EXPECTATIONS 

Please read this document carefully.  If you have any questions, please contact our office on 

+91543263032 or office@indianorphanage.com. 

By signing and returning a copy of this document, you agree to be bound by the expectations 

contained within it during your stay at the Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission (the 

“Mission”). Failure to adhere to the expectations may result in your immediate removal from 

the property and possibly criminal prosecution. 

2 YOUR ROLE 

We want your time with us to be enjoyable and rewarding and we will strive to provide you 

with work that fits your passion.  However, the Mission and the children are our priority and 

at times you may be asked to assist in areas which are not your first choice. 

Your primary role is to help us in any way which is beneficial to the Mission and the children.  

We will explain your duties to you, which may vary from time to time and will depend on 

needs of the Mission and the children as well as your skills and abilities. 

You do not have fixed working hours.  The Mission runs seven days a week, 24 hours a day 

and you may be requested to assist whenever necessary.  You are encouraged to take down-

time when you can and to speak to one of the members of the Board of Directors (the 

“Board”) if you feel you are being overextended or require time off due to illness or for 

personal reasons. 

3 REMUNERATION AND REIMBURSEMENT 

You are at the Mission as a volunteer.  You will not receive monetary or other reimbursement 

during your stay with us. 

Unfortunately we are not able to reimburse you for your personal expenses, such as travel, 

clothing or medical expenses. This includes loss of property or valuables. You are here at your 

own risk. 

4 HEALTH AND MEDICAL 

You must have a valid insurance policy to cover you in the event that you require medical 

assistance.  You are responsible for covering any personal medical expenses not covered by 

your insurance policy. 

We recommend that you get all Government recommended vaccinations and seek the counsel 

of your local doctor before visiting –particularly if you have any medical conditions. 

5 CONCLUDING YOUR VISIT 

Our first duty is to the Mission and the children.  You may be required to leave the Mission 

immediately if the Board decides that your continued presence is not in the best interests of 

the Mission or the children, or if it is not otherwise reasonable for us to allow you to continue 

at the Mission.  
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However, wherever possible we will strive to give you as much notice as possible if it is 

necessary to end your visit early.  We expect you to provide us with the same courtesy, in that, 

you would inform us if you need to leave early unexpectedly. 

6 THE MISSION’S LIABILITY TO YOU 

Your stay at the Mission is at your own risk.  To the extent permitted by law, the Mission and 

the Board are not liable for any loss, damage or injury suffered by you or your property during 

your time at the Mission whether due to your own conduct or the conduct of any other 

volunteer, visitor, staff member, Board Member or child. 

7 ACCOMMODATION 

We will provide you with accommodation during your stay.  You are required to observe the 

following expectations while using our accommodation: 

(a) Bedrooms may only be shared by relatives, married couples or members of the same 
gender. 

(b) Lights and fans must be turned off when you are not in the room. 

(c) Rooms must be kept tidy and must be cleaned before your stay comes to an end.  
Cleaning supplies are available at the Mission office. 

(d) Bedding, furniture and supplies from your room must not be taken outside (this 
includes taking bedding, furniture or supplies on to the roof).  Fresh linen may be 
obtained from the Mission office.  Please ensure that any bedding you had to begin 
with remains in your room when you leave. 

(e) We provide a laundry service for your outerwear.  Please wash your own underwear. 

(f) Any problems (for example, leaking taps or broken lights) should be reported to the 
Mission office. 

8 INTERACTING WITH THE CHILDREN 

Interacting with the children is an essential and rewarding part of your time at the Mission.  

Please remember that, more than most children, they are vulnerable and easily influenced. 

We encourage you to bond with the children during your visit.  However, you must maintain 

appropriate boundaries, both physically and emotionally.  The children should refer to you as 

‘Aunty’, ‘Uncle’, ‘Brother’ or ‘Sister’.  They should not refer to you as ‘Mother’ or ‘Father’ and 

you must not encourage them to do so.  

Visitors often wish to stay in contact with one or more of the children after they leave the 

Mission.  This can have a positive impact on the children’s lives.  However, please think 

carefully before committing to do so.  Maintaining contact for a few months or years and then 

letting it drop away can be very damaging to the children, especially given that many of them 

already struggle with abandonment issues; for which they themselves often feel responsible.   

Please be mindful of your words and do not make promises that you cannot keep.  The 

children may latch on to something that you mention only in passing.    

Please speak to a Board member if you would like to learn more about how you can continue 

to be a positive influence in the lives of the children after your stay comes to an end. 

Because the children are our first priority, while at the Mission you must observe the 

following: 

(a) You are responsible for ensuring that you are not alone with a child at any time. 

(b) Children are not allowed in your room without permission from a member of the 
Board or the Mission staff. 

(c) You must be careful with your physical interactions with children. Your interactions 
should be appropriate according to Indian culture. 
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(d) You must not be out at night with the children without permission from a member of 
the Board or the Mission staff. 

(e) Children must not be taken off the Mission property or out of designated play areas 
(see map) without permission from a member of the Staff. 

(f) If travelling away from the Mission with a child, at least one member of the Mission 
staff must be present and it must be with approval from a Board member. 

9 RESOLVING CONFLICT 

If you have a disagreement with any person during your time at the Mission you should bring 

your disagreement to the Board.  Where possible, we will apply the principles from Matthew 

18:15-18 to resolve disputes.  This means that we will apply the following steps: 

(a) The persons involved will talk to one another privately and in a loving manner. 

(b) If not resolved, one or two members of the Mission staff will participate in the 
discussion to facilitate an open and honest exchange in which all parties listen to each 
other’s views. 

(c) If not resolved, the matter will be brought before the Board for resolution.  The 
Board’s decision is final and you agree to be bound by it. 

10 CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS SENSITIVITY 

Out of respect of the Indian culture, couples, whether dating, married or de facto, should not 

show displays of physical affection in public (holding hands, kissing, hugging, embracing 

etc.).  You should also wear clothing that is respectful towards local Indian culture.  For 

example, female visitors should not wear low-cut/sleeveless tops or short/skirts that show 

their knees.  If you have any questions about appropriate clothing, please ask a member of the 

Board of the Mission staff. 

The Mission is run by a Christian family and we raise our children according to Christian 

values. 

If you have Christian beliefs and would like to pass them on to the children, please speak with 

a member of the Board first.  There are variations to the beliefs held by Christians across the 

world.  We want to ensure that the children are not confused and that the message they 

receive is clear and consistent so that they are able to understand the teaching and make their 

own informed decisions.   

If you do not hold Christian beliefs, we ask that you do not try to influence our children in one 

way or another.  If you have any questions regarding any of this please contact a member of 

the Board. 

11 SPECIAL PROJECTS 

If you would like to contribute to the Mission or the children in a manner beyond your day to 

day duties, you must first obtain approval from the Board. 

It is not unusual for visitors to want to support the Mission in a specific way.  All ideas are 

gratefully received by the Board and carefully considered.  Ideas for specific projects should 

be submitted as soon as possible, including prior to your arrival so that steps can be taken to 

consider, approve and facilitate them. 

Unfortunately, some ideas cannot be implemented, or can only be implemented at a later 

date.  If your idea cannot be implemented, the Board will, where possible, provide with you 

with an explanation. 

It may be difficult at times to understand our reasoning for refusing your request, without a 

thorough appreciation of the complexities of our complete community. Please understand 

that we have the interest of the children and the Mission as a whole as our first priority. 
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12 OUR SCHOOL 

The Maxton Strong School (“School”) is part of the Mission.  You must observe the following 

in relation to the School: 

(a) You must not visit or be involved with the School without permission from the School 
Management Committee (“Committee”).  To obtain Committee approval you must 
contact a member of the Board, who will in turn contact the Committee. 

(b) Once permission has been granted all visitors must first report to the School 
Reception Office. 

(c) While visiting the School, you must conduct yourself in a professional manner and 
maintain appropriate boundaries with the School staff and children. 

(d) While visiting the School you must act in accordance with any guidance, directions or 
decisions given by the School’s principal or any member of the Committee. 

13 BEHAVIOUR DURING YOUR VISIT 

Our standards are honesty, integrity, teamwork and accountability.  We expect you to adopt 

these standards in everything you do while at the Mission.   

 You are also required to comply with the following: 

(a) You must not consume, possess, provide to children, or bring onto the Mission 
property any alcohol, tobacco or illicit drugs. 

(b) You must not participate in or encourage gambling or the use of course or offensive 
language. 

(c) Male visitors must not enter areas of the Mission designated solely for females 
without permission from a member of the Board or the Mission staff. Likewise with 
female visitors. 

(d) You should be on time for meals and give us prior notice if you will not be attending a 
meal. 

(e) You must inform someone at the Mission office before leaving the Mission property. 

14 TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNET ACCESS 

(a) Visitors may be provided with wireless internet access.  We ask that you consider 
helping to cover the costs of downloads if your usage is excessive. You must use the 
internet responsibly and in a manner consistent with the values of the Mission. 

(b) You must not permit children to use the internet, your mobile phone or your 
computer. Their use of computers/internet is supervised by us through our school. 

(c) You must not disclose the wireless password to any person, including other 
volunteers or members of the Mission staff. This is something that each individual 
should get from the office directly. 

15 USE OF VEHICLES 

For obvious reasons we must regulate the use of Mission vehicles (tractors, motorcycles, 

scooters, cars, busses etc.). 

(a) Mission vehicles must not be used without permission from a member of the Board 
or the Mission office. 

(b) Visitors must not drive any vehicle, including motorcycles, without a valid 
international or Indian driving licence. 

(c) Visitors are completely responsible for themselves and those in the vehicle with them 
in accordance with the local state and national laws. The Mission will not be held 
accountable for any action on your behalf. 
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16 MONEY / DONATIONS 

The Indian Government strictly regulates foreign contributions, which includes any donation, 

delivery or transfer made by any source, citizen or company of a foreign country: 

(a) of any currency, whether Indian or foreign; and 

(b) of any article or gift if the market value, in India, of the article exceeds one rupee. 

It is essential that you speak with a member of the Board before making any such 

contribution. 

Unless you have approval from the Board, you must carefully comply with the following:  

(c) You must not give any child money or items of significant value.  Items of a trivial 
value may be given to the children, such as sweets, snacks or stickers.  If you are 
unsure, please err on the side of caution and consult a member of the Board. 

(d) You must not transfer money from an international account to the bank account of 
one of the children. 

(e) You must not conduct any business or other endeavour for the purpose of making a 
profit while at the Mission. 

(f) Any donation to the Mission must be made electronically rather than in cash so that 
we can adhere to Government regulations. 

(g) Any projects conducted by you should not be paid for using your personal money 
(this includes repairs, purchases, activities… etc.). You are welcome to make a 
donation to the Mission through the correct channels to cover expenditure but this all 
should be discussed / communicated with us prior to commencing work. 

17 QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS 

If you are at all uncertain about anything in this document or if you have concerns or 

questions about anything that happens during your stay please get in contact with someone in 

the Office. 

If a child discloses something to you that you feel is important for our Board to know please 

get in contact with them immediately. 
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HISTORY OF THE MISSION 

The Good Shepherd Agricultural Mission was founded in 1948 by Maxton Davis 

Strong and his wife, Shirley. Maxton Strong had been a professor of Agricultural 

Engineering at the Allahabad Agricultural Institute in India, previous to this, having 

come from the USA with the American Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions. But 

seeing the need of practical “hands on” agricultural training for aspiring young 

farmers, he acquired 160 acres of good fertile land along the foothills of the 

Himalayas, which was being offered on a permanent lease by the Indian 

Government. 

Having been to the USA and raised funds 

for some equipment, he, his wife Shirley, 

and their three children, Jack, Maxine, 

and Jay, returned to India by ship along 

with the equipment. They landed in 

Bombay with a John Deere tractor, a four 

wheeled trailer, a two wheeled threshing 

machine, and some other equipment. They 

assembled the tractor, which had come in 

parts, on the Bombay docks and started 

driving up country. Along with them was 

over 5 tonnes of equipment and a couple 

of young Anglo-Indian men, they were 

heading for Banbasa, way up on the 

Western boarder of Nepal. The entire trip 

by tractor was over 3000km and took 

several weeks. Shirley and the children 

travelled up by train and met him at 

Banbasa. 

The land was wild and unpopulated, 

largely because of the deadly effects of 

malaria. For the first few years the 

little family lived in a US army surplus 

tent. The month of May is very hot 

(between 35-50°C), but the shade of a 

large mango tree helped a lot. Wild 

animals of many kinds lived around 

them and as the children grew they 

learned to respect, but not be afraid of 

most animals and acquired a love for 

the wild. There were tigers, leopards, 

many kinds of deadly snakes, 

monkeys, large iguana lizards, various 

types of deer, wild pigs and elephants. 

Max clearing the jungle in 1953 

Jackie with a tiger that was shot on the mission 
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Max and Shirley with some of the children 

Hunting was a way of life in those days and there were very few restrictions on what 

could be shot. Life was hard, the diet limited, and wild meat was appreciated for the 

table. 

There were a few primitive 

tribal people called Tharus in 

the vicinity, who befriended 

them and taught them the ways 

of the wild animals. Later some 

land was given to the Tharu 

people and the Mission assisted 

them in setting up housing and 

agricultural undertakings to 

help them earn a living. Maxton 

and Shirley’s oldest son, Jack, 

died of a fever in the early 

years, and years later their 

younger son, Jay, also died in a 

tractor accident. During those 

early years they also had two 

more daughters, Carol and 

Rebecca, who eventually 

returned to the USA to live. 

Over the years the Mission has gradually evolved into a farm home for destitute and 

orphaned children. The Mission attempts to be as self-supporting as possible with 

crop production, fruit orchards, a dairy, fish ponds and a bio gas plant (for cooking). 

When Maxton’s daughter, 

Maxine, had grown up, she 

fostered seven small children, 

more or less adopting them as 

her own. Still people kept 

asking for help for other 

orphaned or unwanted babies. 

The need for a nursery was 

great, so in 1973 they built a 

small nursery with about six 

babies in mind, but before it 

was finished there were twelve 

small children on the waiting 

list. 

 

They took in babies of any age, even one day old.  A lot of the children, though fairly 

healthy themselves, came from leprosy affected families, and were at risk of 

contracting leprosy if left in that environment. 

One of the tractors stuck in the monsoon mud 
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Rick with one of the cows from Australia 

Informal attempts were made to give the children some basic education, but there 

was no proper school. The young people learned practical skills, like cooking, 

housework, childcare, farm work, and some mechanics. 

In 1976 a young agricultural volunteer with 

an aid agency, Warwick Shipway, (more 

commonly known as Rick), brought a plane 

load of some 200 cattle to India from 

Australia, for crossbreeding to increase milk 

production. Twenty-five of these cattle were 

for The Good Shepherd Agricultural 

Mission’s dairy. Rick landed in Calcutta 

with the cattle where they were brought up 

to the Mission by train. When he arrived he 

saw the need for someone with his wide 

range of skills and so he stayed on to help 

upgrade the buildings of the dairy, and thus 

became part of the big family (Rick ended 

up staying around 10 years).  

Rick and Maxine were married in 1980 with a ready-made family of seven foster 

children. They lived together as a family and during those years the Shipways had 

two daughters and a son of their own. In 1986 they had to leave India because of visa 

problems. With much grief they had to leave the foster children behind (the youngest 

was 10). The children were fitted into the dormitories with the other Mission 

children. 

Rick and Maxine (along 

with their 3 children) 

returned for 3 months to 

India in 1995 and 

purchased some land to 

build a home for their 

foster children (who 

were now adults). Rick 

and Maxine worked as 

volunteers at the WEC 

College in Tasmania for 

18 years. Rick ran the 70 

acre farm and Maxine 

looked after the laundry 

and sewing department.  

Shirley Strong passed away in 1993 and Maxton Strong in April 2003. The Mission 

had been deteriorating badly in the last years of Maxton Strong’s life. In 2004 

Warwick, Maxine, and their son Clifton, who was then 19 years old, returned and 

took on the work of building the Mission up again. The children on the Mission at 

Maxine & Rick’s wedding on the Mission in 1980 
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this stage, were in a terrible state of care. The work was full of challenges as there 

were massive debts and all the infrastructures such as electricity, water system, 

sewerage, etc. were in disrepair. 

There was a certain element of people who wanted the Mission land for themselves 

and there was great opposition to the Shipways’ work, with efforts to have them 

ousted from India, and long legal battles over the land, and who should be the legal 

Board of Directors. But things have continued to improve and God has blessed the 

efforts.  

The Shipways sold everything they 

had in Australia including their house, 

cars and possessions and used the 

money to further improve the Mission 

and the work going on in India. Many 

of their friends and family have 

donated thousands of dollars over the 

years to bring the Mission to the place 

where it is today. 

In March 2008 Clifton married 

Priscilla Singh who had grown up as a 

child in the orphanage. They were 

married on the Mission and now have 

two children of their own.  

In August 2010 Maxine passed away at the time she was Director of the Mission. 

Rick was elected as the new Director of the Mission by a unanimous vote of the 

members. Priscilla was elected to the Board into the position of Treasurer. 

In July 2013 the Mission 

opened a new school under 

the name of Maxton Strong 

School. The school is not 

just for the orphan children 

of the Mission but also the 

children from the local 

community. The students 

who attend from the 

outside community pay 

fees for their education; 

these fees are used to cover 

the expenses of the school 

and those of the orphan 

children’s education. 

The newly constructed Maxton Strong School 

The Shipway family 
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GETTING TO THE MISSION 

There are heaps of options for travelling to the Mission, they range in price and 

comfort level. Most people travel to the Mission from Delhi and so to make things a 

little easier we have outlined a few options below: 

 

GOVERNMENT BUS 
This is the cheapest method of travel but is not recommended 

for anyone who would not consider themselves adventurous. 

Government or "Roadways" busses leave from Anand Vihar bus 

stand in Delhi every night and morning between 6 and 11. 

Busses are generally fairly crowded and uncomfortable but will 

get you here eventually. The terminating station is Tanakpur. 

 

TRAIN 
Train can be a very comfortable way to get here -and is 

considered by many as the best method as it is also quite cheap. 

Several air conditioned sleeper trains (ie train with a bed) leave 

Delhi (DLI or NDLS Stations) each day which can take you to 

either Bareilly (BE) or Rudrapur City (RUPC). From here you 

will need to catch a bus/taxi or hire a car. Train tickets range 

from around Rs300/- to Rs1100/- and can be booked at the 

station, online at www.irctc.com or at a booking agency. 

Tickets need to be booked in advance. 

 

PRIVATE TAXI 
Private taxis can be organized to bring you to the Mission from 

just about anywhere in India. Generally private taxis are a little 

expensive. On average they charge about Rs1400/- per day plus 

fuel. A trip from Delhi to the mission would be around 

Rs6500/- you are also expected to feed and arrange 

accommodation for the driver as required (some drivers are 

happy to sleep in their car). Whether you book the taxi from 

here or from Delhi you are expected to pay for the return trip 

for the vehicle too. If needed we can help arrange taxis for you. 

 

MISSION VEHICLE 
Occasionally we are doing a Delhi trip (for shopping etc) at the 

same time as visitors are coming in, if this is the case we can 

pick you up and bring you back to the mission for free. This 

does not happen often but is certainly worth asking about. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  

What is the best time of year to visit? 
There are many things that factor into when someone decides to visit India and our 

Mission. One of the largest factors is weather. Summers here in India can be a nasty 

thing, temperatures can get as high as 51°C (124°F) in the middle of the day and 

barely drop below 30°C (86°F) at night. The electricity supply is also not constant so 

we try to discourage people from coming in the middle of summer (May - June) 

unless they are confident they can handle it. 

Monsoon weather can also be difficult for some as it is both hot and humid. Often the 

rains flood out roads and can interfere with peoples travel plans. Winter is by far the 

most popular season for people to come out to spend time with us, Christmas being 

the peak of that time. In the winter temperatures generally stay a few degrees above 

freezing at night and then warm up a little during the day. 

We have no heating in any of our guest accommodation so it is important that 

visitors bring enough warm clothing during winter months. 

WEATHER IN BANBASA 
Month Season Max 

Temp. 
Average 

High 
Average 

Low 
Average 
Rainfall 

January Winter 32°C 21°C 9°C 1.54cm 

February Winter 34°C 25°C 11°C 1.25cm 

March Winter/Summer 45°C 30°C 16°C 1.03cm 

April Summer 49°C 37°C 21°C 1.26cm 

May Summer 51°C 40°C 25°C 2.06cm 

June Summer/Monsoon 49°C 38°C 26°C 8.84cm 

July Monsoon 44°C 34°C 26°C 22.12cm 

August Monsoon 39°C 33°C 26°C 22.78cm 

September Monsoon 43°C 33°C 24°C 10.16cm 

October Monsoon/Winter 45°C 32°C 20°C 3.49cm 

November Winter 40°C 28°C 14°C 0.5cm 

December Winter 38°C 23°C 10°C 0.55cm 

 

How can I get money out while I am at the Mission? 
Its always a good idea to change some money at the airport when you arrive 

in India. Once in Banbasa you can draw out money at one of several ATMs 

in the local area if you have a Master Card or Visa card. If you only bring 

Travellers' Cheques or foreign currency they need to be changed in Delhi. 

What happens if I get sick or injured? 
There are good doctors and hospitals close to the Mission and 

availability of medication in Banbasa is quite good. There is also a 

Medical Room in the Mission’s Main Office that is equipped with 

basic First Aid equipment and medications. 

$ 
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What about food while I am on the Mission? 
The Mission will provide you with breakfast, lunch and dinner 

during your stay. Meals are eaten as a group in the Dining Room 

and are generally simple vegetarian fare. The staple diet is rice, 

chapattis (flat bread), lentils and/or some sort of vegetable curry. 

For some visitors this simple diet needs to be supplemented with 

snacks from one of the many shops in Banbasa, there is also a 

General Store across the road from the Mission gate. 

 

Where can I get drinking water? 
We have several water filters located around the mission that 

provide Reverse Osmosis treated water. Many volunteers, like 

most of our staff and children, end up drinking the water 

straight from our taps as it is generally safe and clean. 

 

What about electricity? 
India operates on 240v; plugs C & D. If you are from 

Australia, UK, Asia or other countries that operate on 240v 

you will only need a plug adaptor (we have a few that we can 

probably lend out). If you are from the USA you will need a 

voltage converter and plug adapter. We recommend getting a 

universal adapter and converter kit. Blackouts are regular and 

happen a few times each day for several hours. 

 

Is there place for me to stay on the mission? 
Yes, we have enough accommodation to keep at least 20+ people 

scattered all over the mission. Some are in hostels others are in 

separate houses. Some of our rooms are nicer than the others but 

all are clean and safe. Most have bathrooms and those that don't 

are in close proximity to them. A few of our rooms have battery 

backup systems for when the power is off. We have all the linen, 

pillows and mattresses that you will need. 

 

Is there any Internet or WiFi? 
The Mission has broadband internet that visitors are 

welcome to use. The speeds are not amazing but 

generally fast enough to use Skype to contact friends 

and family overseas. WiFi is only available in and 

around the Main Office though we hope to expand our 

coverage in years to come. Visitors must not share the 

WiFi details with our children.   
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MAP OF THE MISSION PROPERTY 
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ZONED MAP OF OUR MAIN COMPOUND 
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MAP OF BANBASA MARKET  
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

 
 

ADDRESS: Strong Farm 

 PO Banbasa 
 Dist. Champawat 
 Uttarakhand 
 India, 262310 
 
 

TELEPHONE: +91 5943 263032 

 
 

FAX: +91 5943 263097 

  
 

EMAIL:  office@indianorphanage.com 

 
 

WEBSITE: www.IndianOrphanage.com 

 
 

FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/IndianOrphanage 

 
 

TWITTER: www.twitter.com/IndianOrphanage 

 
 
 

  

Family photo taken in February 2011 
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FEEDBACK FORM 

To help us make things better for future volunteers please fill in this Feedback 
Form and return it to us in the office. You are welcome to post it to us later if you 
would like to remain anonymous or fax/email your answers to +91543 263901 
office@indianorphanage.com. 
 
 
Name: _______________________________ Date: ___/____/________ 
 
 
What was the most difficult part of your time with us? 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
How do you think we could make things better for volunteers? 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Please rate the following with just a few words: 
 
Food (Dining Room food):  _______________________________________ 
Accommodation: ______________________________________________ 
Organization of volunteer work: ____________________________________ 
Transportation: _______________________________________________ 
Amount of interaction times with the children:  _________________________ 
Church / Religious activities: ______________________________________ 
 
Please write a short ‘review’ for us to use on our website: 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
Additional suggestions, comments, observations… etc. 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 


